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Together with our Italian distributor Errelle, SIGNRACER presents
UV and water based printers at Viscom 2019 in Milan. Visit us in
hall 8 at stand H39/40 (10.-12.of October)

The highlight at Viscom will be the presentation of our new water-based solutions. Signracer will exhibit the
further improved Signracer Hydrospeed+ with our new industrial heaters to have a 100% water resistance
for outdoor billboard applications. With the new heaters, we can print with top speed of 340 m2/h.
In addition, we have developed wallpapers printed with our pigmented water based inks. The ink has no
smell and is therefore ideal for indoor applications as well. The high pigment loading results in vibrant
colours for every design purpose.
The second brand new product line is the Signracer TEX with dye sublimations inks. At Viscom, we present
the standard Signracer TEX printer with two print heads. To demonstrate the brilliant and vibrant colours
the papers are transferred with a heat press.
In addition, we exhibit several UV printer. The Signracer 1610 HB is using a higher bridge to print on media
up to 25 cm height. This concept can be used for special industrial applications, like printing on shoes or
furniture.
The largest UV flatbed Signracer 3020 was optimized for high-speed applications. This printer has a
symmetrical print head configuration, a High-Tech linear motor and Kyocera print heads. The new linear
motor technology allows a much higher carriage speed of 1.5 m/s compared to 1.0 m/s for the belt
systems. In addition to the much higher productivity, the acceleration of the carriage is faster and there is
much less vibration and noise.
The third UV printer is the new Signracer 1600 with Kyocera print heads. This small hybrid achieves with
Kyocera print heads almost double the speed due to the double length of the heads.
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